Want to get into a good university? The
right course but for the wrong reasons...

Committed linguists might talk of the intrinsic interest in studying a language,
the more practical may allude to higher future earnings and improved job prospects, others again may talk of improved lateral thinking, five years defence
against Alzheimer’s and better sex lives. For a certain sort of pupil – and perhaps their parents and some SMT - there may be a solution to the decline in the
A level ML cohort – a decline that is more pronounced this year in independent
schools in French and German. The statistics and our experience would seem
to show that standard offers to 'good ' universities are considerably below those
that pupils might expect for other academic subjects. A rough guide might be
two, perhaps even three grades below for Modern Languages. An A* AA in
Engineering or Economics might be AAB for a modern language. Add to that
the comment by Mary Cook CEO of UCAS that a phone call on results day
might easily allow for a missed grade and we can see how linguists could secure
an offer at three (four?) grades below their peers.
Look then at the numbers for Oxbridge entrance and, while statistics are a good
slave and a poor master, they are still likely to be the currency of SMT, pupils
and parents. Consider the percentage of candidates who are interviewed and
who are then offered a place. For ML the success rate is in the order of 40%,
which it is certainly not so for other subjects: Maths – 18%; Engineering – 20%;
Economics – 10%. These statistics are in the open and acknowledged.
Talk of 'easy' colleges at Oxbridge, however, is a red herring: both systems are
set up to make sure the best pupils are offered places.
If one accepts that pupils and, in particular, able pupils have moved away from
choosing to study modern languages at AS and A2 level then this information
might well help restore numbers. That the market should have had to rebalance
itself in this way is something of a shame. The many initiatives put in place to

increase the number of pupils who have some usable language are welcome – but
the message hasn't percolated through to pupils, parents and those who advise
pupils on GCSE and A level choices. Our message simply has not worked on
pupils nationally. I look to three areas that might prove a solution:
1. UK plc loses £53 billion through lack of language skills. Please trumpet the ML UCAS offer news: it will sway some UCAS applicants and some of
these will go on to be ambassadors for languages.
2. Many STEM proponents are worried that, whilst English is enough
now, the future STEM job market is a global one – as it is for Banking and
Finance. UK STEM graduates without a language will lose out in the near
future. I am surprised by the numbers of our Science department who have a
good command of a foreign language, in the vein of 'I was rubbish at school, but
had to learn (language) for my research'. The future is not STEM but STEAM –
STEM with an A for the Arts.
3. There is great flexibility in many courses and students can choose to
study, say, Engineering or Biology with a language. The numbers of undergraduates choosing a language to bolt on to a degree shows that the message
eventually does get through to savvy applicants– do encourage your students to
seek out these courses and apply.
My thanks to Mark Nash at Dulwich for flagging up the disparity in UCAS offers.
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